What will change in how your business operates
within the next 18 months?
Business Process Management is the art of taking a holistic view of your business operations
and improving the business processes using technologies and methodologies for bottom line
improvement including cost savings, efficiencies, and improved controls.
Navigar provides Business Process Management (BPM) services to today’s leading
organizations following our proven methodology while leveraging existing tools and
technologies.

Initiate: We need to determine if a BPM project is right for your organization and then follow a
strategic approach to deciding which process provides the best return on investment.
Implement: Navigar follows a proven five phased approach to implementing BPM projects
while leveraging existing technologies and infrastructures.
Improve: Navigar recognizes that clients are at different phases of the BPM lifecycle. While
some organizations may be embarking on a single Business Process Improvement (BPI) project,
other clients have created Business Process Improvement programs while yet others have
brought it to an environment of Continual Process Improvement (CPI).
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Business Process Management is more than just
workflow, and knowing where the process begins
and where it ends.

IMPROVI NG
BUSI NESS
PROCES SES
Navigar improves
business processes for
greater efficiency, cost
savings, and improved
controls.
Navigar consultants have
helped organizations to:
Save $284,000
annually in the
employee onboarding process
Reduce month end
close by 5 days

Comprehensive BPM gives you visibility and transparency into your
operations. Knowing where a process is at, how long it took to get
there, and where else it has to go is the first step to understanding
processes and how to improve them.

Speed up grant
allocation process
from 4 days to 40
seconds
Create new
operational site

Understanding the cost of a process is the first step that will lead to
reducing those costs by implementing a business process
management suite and changing how those processes flow.

preparation
processes resulting
in reduced risk and
better decision

Today’s federal government and industry boards are continually
calling for organizations to comply with new requirements that risk
significant fines. Business processes need built in checks and
balances to meet required controls and also need the agility to be
able to create new checks and balances as new requirements evolve.

making.
Meet new federal
requirements
reducing risk of noncompliance and
thousands of dollars
in fines
.

Navigar can help your organization to implement a Process
Management solution and improve your organizational performance.
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